-CHO cells were transfected with: a) normal wild type tau (N-tau), b) P-tau or c) the mixture of fluorescent N-tau with non-fluorescent P-tau or d) non-fluorescent N-tau with fluorescent P-tau. Healthy microtubule structures are easily recognized when cells were transfected with N-tau. Cells transfected with P-tau. showed unusual, large vacuoles as well as a lack of microtubule structure and the appearance of fluorescence in the nucleus. Cells transfected with both normal tau and P-tau had an unhealthy appearance. Cells transfected with a mixture of fluorescent N-tau with non-fluorescent P-tau showed healthy microtubules in the periphery of the cell, but the homogeneous fluorescence and vacuoles in the cytoplasm. In cells transfected with non-fluorescent wild type with fluorescent P-tau no healthy microtubules are recognizable and apoptotic membrane blebbing can be seen. All scale bars represent 8 um.
The time-lapse images provide a dynamic view of the effects caused by the hyperphosphorylated tau including the membrane blebbing, tau movement into the nucleus, intracellular aggregates and vacuoles. This method of imaging provides new insights into the disease mechanisms not seen in fixed samples.
